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Abstract
In cellular networks user/service profiles of subscribers are maintained
in the Home Location Register (HLR) at the Home Network where the
subscriber is registered. When the user roams into a foreign network, his
user/service profile is downloaded into a Visitor Location Register (VLR)
at the foreign network to allow his access to all subscribed services with
the same or similar Quality of Service (QoS) to which he had subscribed[1].
However, there is no provision for user profile storage and handing in Wire-
less Local Area (WLAN)s and this issue has never been addressed. The
project proposed by Prof. Nirmala Shenoy and Bruce Hartpence involves
roaming from cellular network to WLANs with appropriate QoS mapping.
Roaming across IP based wireless networks requires MobileIPv4 (MIPv4)
and Authorization, Authentication and Accounting (AAA). The AAA ser-
vices can be provided via AAA servers implementing Terminal Access Con-
troller Access Control System Plus (TACACS+) or Remote Authentication
Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) protocols. The MIPv4 protocol provides
roaming capabilities to users by allowing mobile users to use two IP ad-
dresses (home address at Home Network and COA at Foreign Network).
The “Profile Mapping in WLANs” project will provision PM scheme that
will allow the user/service profile to be stored in the home network and
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downloaded in the foreign network when the user roams in. The user/service
profile will be stored in a database incorporated in the AAA server. This
will facilitate a QoS sensitive and seamless roaming across WLANs. This
research will later be incorporated into the Cisco sponsored “Framework
for Seamless Roaming, Handoff and QoS Mapping in Next Generation Net-





Nowadays, the new technology behind wireless networking communica-
tions such as 3G and IEEE 802.11 have presented a tremendous opportu-
nity to people who rely on networking resources. Wired Ethernet and phone
lines are no longer the only medium for data transferring. Rather, the era
of wireless data communication has been expanding from the campus level
to a metropolitan scale and it will eventually reach national or even global
levels. Thus, maintaining continuous connectivity as a client moves across
different types of networks is necessary and expected.
1.1 Motivations and Goals
Cellular networks’ provision for Quality of Service (QoS) to the mobile
nodes is based on the user profile. When a mobile user roams from one
cellular network to another, the user profile is downloaded from the home
network to the current visiting network. The profile provides sufficient infor-
mation about the user such as service subscription which is essential during
the authorization process to enable the user to access the corresponding
services. Such a profile downloading scheme, however, is not currently em-
ployed in Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)s. This is where MS project
Profile Mapping with Authorization, Authentication and Accounting (AAA)
server comes in focus. It is an essential extension to MobileIP (MIPv4) used
from roaming among various wireless networks.
The MS project “Profile Mapping” is going to be a module at the AAA
server implemented on top of the TCP/IP protocol. It functions seamlessly
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with the AAA server in an/a Unix/Linux environment. Nevertheless, such
a module is not designed to provide full QoS support in WLANs, rather,
it is to enable QoS mapping in WLANs. This profile mapping is the first
step to the profile downloading scheme in cellular networks for providing
information about users and their subscribed services in a foreign network.
It is not meant to be a set of techniques to manage network resources.
1.2 Background
MIPv4 and AAA protocols are often adopted when deploying seamless
wireless communication and roaming in an enterprise network. In order to
understand how Profile Mapping (PM) can be integrated into AAA as an
extension to MIPv4 system, consider that MIPv4 enables mobile user move-
ment freely from one WLAN connected to the Internet to another without
disrupting the end-to-end connectivity. AAA guarantees centralized security
measure and PM provides the user information from AAA Home (AAAH)
to AAA Foreign (AAAF). Hence, though the PM module is not directly a
part of MIPv4, it requires the initiation by MIPv4. Modules of PM can be
seen as an additional function to AAA.
1.2.1 MobileIP
In order to keep the communication uninterrupted while roaming in IP-
based wireless networks, either the application has to keep tracking the
user’s current IP, or, a permanent address is assigned to the end user. The
former is more of an application level approach where modification must be
done for each program. The latter, however, gives an ultimate solution for
all applications without complication.
Hence, the goal of MIPv4 is to have one permanent IP address for each
end user regardless of the actual point of attachment. It is transparent to
the user’s applications. MIPv4 (RFC 2002)[7], as a standard proposed by a
working group within IETF, includes three basic component: Home Agent
(HA), Foreign Agent (FA) and Mobile Node (MN). For MIPv4 components
and relationships See figure 1.1. In the figure the Agents are shown colocated
with the routers.
2




Foreign Network MN at Home
Foreign Network
Foreign Network
Figure 1.1: PM MIPv4 Components and Relationships
When an MN moves from one network to another, two IP addresses (a
home address and a Care-of Address (COA)) are used for maintaining un-
interrupted data communication in MIPv4. Specifically, a router on the
home network with MobileIP support acts as an HA. The home address is
obtained from the home network for end point identification whereas the
COA is normally the MIPv4 enabled router on the foreign network or an
FA’s address for current location identification.
Specifically, HAs and FAs advertise their presence via agent advertisement
messages. Upon receiving the advertisement, the MN registers its new COA
with its HA if it determines the point of attachment does not belong to
the home network. Thus, further packets for the MN are encapsulated into
another IP packet and sent to the COA. When packets arrive at COA, the
FA will deencapsulate it so the home address is seen as the destination IP
address which will be processed properly by higher level protocol logically in
the MN. Packets will be delivered to MN by the FA at the foreign network
through its MAC address.
Discovering
To facilitate the Agent Discovery, HAs and FAs advertise their exis-
tence periodically by broadcasting Agent Advertisements. These messages
are ICMP Router Advertisement messages with additional MIPv4 informa-
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tion. The advertisement message includes the advertisement lifetime, COA
(Router address), allowed registration lifetime, and supported services such
as Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) or reverse tunneling.
Alternatively, agent discovery can also be done by agent solicitation ini-
tiated by a MN. Such solicitation will get a quick response (agent adver-
tisements) from any agents on the link. From periodic advertisements, MN
keeps agents in an agent table as long as it hears the advertisements. Once
the advertisement lifetime expires, the respective agent is considered discon-
nected and the agent is removed from the agent table of the MN.
When agent advertisements are received on an interface that is configured
for roaming, the MN determines if the current network is its home network
or foreign network. The registering phase occurs when the MN gets an agent
advertisement and detects that it’s at a foreign network.
Registering
In general cases, MN is configured with its home address. The home
network IP address is the MN’s permanent IP address. There is a shared
security key between HA and MN for authentication, if the MN were to
roam into a foreign network and communicate with the HA. The key is
used along with the information retrieved from FA advertisements to form
a registration request.
When MN sends out a registration request, it goes through the FA back
to its HA to inform the HA of current COA. Similarly, when the MN roams
back to its HA, it deregisters itself by sending a registration request with the
lifetime set to zero 1 to the HA. A positive reply for a registration request
from HA puts the current MN into the FA’s visitor list and creates a new
routing mechanism which is the tunneling process.
Tunneling
For the correspondent node 2, no matter where the MN is currently lo-
cated, it always appears as a node in its home network. The MN sends out
1registration request with lifetime set to zero
2A peer with which a mobile node is communicating. A correspondent node may be
either mobile or stationary.
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packages using its home network IP address in order to maintain the ap-
pearance. The tunneling mechanism ensures a valid data path between the
correspondent node and the MN. The HA encapsulates data packets from
the correspondent node in order to reach the tunnel endpoint which is the
FA. The FA decapsulates the packets and sends the inner IP packet to the
MN using a layer 2 frame.
Typically, the MN can send packets to FA and FA forwards them to their
final destination. This, however, does not reflect the true IP network source
for the data. In the case of ingress filtering used by some ISPs, all MIPv4
packets would be dropped instead of being forwarded to their destination.
Therefore, reverse tunneling was developed to solve this problem by having
the packets tunneled back to the HA. HA sends the detunnelled packets to
correspondent node.
1.2.2 AAA Server
AAA is centralized security service. It provides access control which con-
strains who is allowed to access to the Network Access Server (NAS) and
what services are allowed when one has the access. When a AAA server
is configured in a WLAN, all authentication, authorization and accounting
processes are done through the central AAA server rather than at each local
NAS. This standardizes authentication methods, such as Remote Authenti-
cation Dial-in User Service (RADIUS), Terminal Access Controller Access
Control System Plus (TACACS+), and Kerberos.
AAAH
AAAH at the home network acts as a security/authentication center for
MNs at home network. After the MN roams to a foreign network, it first
needs to be authenticated to get a positive response from the HA. Rather
than storing all MN’s security information in the HA’s router, AAAH stores
them in its local database.
AAAF
AAAF is not required for MIPv4 to function in general. However, when in-
terfaced with AAAH, it has additional general tasks such as re-authentication
for MIPv4 registration, profile mapping, services authorization, and AAA
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protocol extensions. In this configuration, FA becomes a translation agent
between MIPv4 registration protocol and AAA. See figure 1.2 for the AAA
servers relationships.
Figure 1.2: PM AAA Server Relations
1.2.3 Profile Mapping
In a cellular network, the user profile is utilized to provide services and
essential information for Visitor Location Register (VLR) at the foreign
network during roaming. Specifically, the user profile is downloaded from
the Home Location Register (HLR) to VLR to provide authentication, ac-
counting, authorization and service access locally. The information includes
user name, service status, type of subscription, service rate and preference
among others. However, the traditional WLAN lacks the concept of user
profile. Even if MIPv4 is configured for roaming among inter-domain net-
works, there is no provision for per user profile mapping from one network to
another. Profile mapping needs to be implemented first in order to provide
for Quality of Service.
In this project, profile mapping specifically refers to per user profile map-
ping between AAA servers in different network domain. When a mobile user
roams from home network to foreign network, the user profile is copied from
the AAAH to AAAF during the registration phase. All profiles are stored





This profile mapping project is meant to discover a way of enabling QoS
provisioning for a mobile node by retrieving and mapping user subscription
information from the user’s home network to the foreign network. This
concept of “profile mapping” was once proposed by Xin Gang Wang, John
Mellor and Khalid Al-Begain in their paper titled “Towards Providing QoS
for Integrated Cellular and WLAN Networks”. The paper discusses a QoS
model where a “profile mapping scheme” is vaguely described as “A Policy
Provisioning Module” (PPM)[1]. Nevertheless, an implementation is not
yet known. This part of the report explains the basic requirements of the
system, as well as the functional specification.
2.1 Analysis
PM is based on an existing profile on the user’s home network and built
upon a MIPv4 environment, local databases, AAAH, AAAF, HA and FA.
To fully utilize the facilities at the LAC, both HA and FA were implemented
by existing Cisco routers that are integrated with complete MIPv4 support.
Each MN’s profile contains detailed user information, only a subset of
which will be necessary to be included in this experiment. For enabling
the basic QoS provisioning purpose, only the user name, precedence, delay,
reliability and last update date records are required to be included in the
user profile.
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The AAA server can be implemented on a Linux system with open source
AAA code 1. It exists on the home and foreign networks. AAA intercepts
all MN authentication requests. Hence, it is the perfect place to setup
the local database for holding user profiles. It is essential to first add the
database support for profile accessing by modifying the AAA source code.
Additionally, a PM trigger point can be defined at the AAA server since all
authentication and authorization is done through it. In this scenario, the
PM module must be developed and integrated into the AAA server.
2.1.1 Tacacs+ v9a
The two main AAA protocols supported by Cisco IOS are TACACS+ and
RADIUS. Cisco has supported RADIUS since 1996 and it is being continu-
ously enhanced. However, TACACS+ was created as the security technology
market matured. It not only includes many features from RADIUS, but the
protocol was also modularized and designed with scalability. In comparison
to RADIUS, TACACS+ encrypts the entire body of the packet except the
standard TACACS+ header. RADIUS encrypts only the password in the
access-request packet. For a detailed comparison between the two protocols,
see table 2.1.

















Table 2.1: TACACS+ and RADIUS Comparison (continued)
Property RADIUS TACACS+
Multi-Protocol Not supported 1)AppleTalk Remote Access
(ARA) protocol 2)NetBIOS






No 1)Command Privilege 2)per-
user or per-group
In conclusion, the TACACS+ protocol was chosen for this project and all
modification and implementations are based on TACACS+ v9a.
2.1.2 Profile Mapping
The PM module is the middle layer between the user profile database
and TACACS+. It has to minimize the time so that the overhead delay is
small. When the MN roams from one network to another, the PM module
identifies the MN by intercepting the authentication request. It then copies
the user’s profile from its home network AAA to the AAA server on its
current network. The user profile is stored in the local database. The
PM is integrated with TACACS+ as an add-on module. However, in order
to reflect the feature differences between AAAH and AAAF, a separate
configuration file (different from MIPv4) need to be used.
Additionally, the modification of the original TACACS+ v9a code has
to be minimal and the definition of all functions/methods should remain
unchanged.
2.2 Functional Specifications
The PM module includes a profile request trigger, a profile agent, a profile
parser and profile store. The profile request trigger is the crucial additional
code in the TACACS+ server that triggers the profile agent module upon
the success/failure of a user’s authentication. The profile agent on the home
network first extracts the MN identification from the authentication request.
Then it retrieves the user profile from the profile repository by the name of
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MN 2 and sends it to AAAF. When the PM is configured to be on a foreign
network, the profile agent only receives user profiles. A profile may include
multiple sections of user information which is more than what is needed for
enabling QoS provisioning in MIPv4. Thus, the profile parsing component
extracts only user subscription information from the profile and passes it to
the profile store module. The profile store module stores the subscription
information in the local database for future use.
This PM module does not require a graphical user interface as it does
not interact with users. As the standard way of monitoring a Linux/Unix
service, all transactions can be logged into a file. For system consistency, PM
logging is integrated with the TACACS+ system logging. The PM message
is distinguished from the TACACS+ message by prefixing “PM:”. There is
an additional debugging option for the PM when starting TACACS+. If the
debugging option is chosen, detailed PM module transaction messages will
be logged into the MIPv4 log file. The PM module can not run standalone
after the project is fully implemented. Once the AAA server is running with
PM module, a typical workflow can be described as:
• When a MN roams, the FA sends the registration request to the HA.
Upon receiving the registration request, the HA verifies the MN with
the AAAH and the PM module is triggered.
• The PM module retrieves the user’s profile from the local database
and sends it to AAAF.
• AAAF receives the profile and extracts user subscription data. The
final result is saved in the database.




The PM system is an experiment for user profile testing in a MIPv4 envi-
ronment. The research project was initiated for finding possible solutions for
profile provisioning when a mobile user roams between cellular networks and
WLANs. Security issues, concurrent connection and efficiency are beyond
the scope of the project. Therefore, when a profile is mapped to AAAF, it is
transfered in clear text format. Concurrent connection for multiple profile
mapping is supported but its robustness is not guaranteed. Efficiency is not
subject to test.
The test bed, network topology, configuration, choice of software and im-
plementation methods are based on what is available at the LAC laboratory
and what is best for the Cisco project ”Framework for Seamless Roaming,
Handoff and QoS Mapping in Next Generation.” Figure 3.1 illustrates the
system topology.
3.1 Software
This project is based on open source development even though the final
outcome will not be distributed. All AAA servers’ operating systems are
supported by Redhat 9.0 with all development packages installed.
For the AAA server, the TACACS+ protocol was chosen to be the base of
the project. There are two major TACACS+ implementations that are freely
available from the Internet. The Cisco Tacacs+ F4.0.3 originated from Cisco





















Figure 3.1: MIPv4 System Topology
ver 9a from Devrim Seral at Gazi University, Turkey, has been under active
development for the past five years. Version 9a had been remade massively
to suit major Linux distribution. It is also patched with PAM, LDAP,
tcpwrapper and experimental MySQL support.
The server side database is supported by a MySQL server. MySQL is a
well known reliable database server whose benefits are:
• free/open-source
• APIs to many languages
• free ODBC driver
• Support for almost all ODBC 3.0 and SQL ANSI92 functions
• large databases (over 50 million)
• Very robust with no memory leaks
• extensions
12
• extensive documentation and support
Dynamics, a scalable, dynamical and hierarchical MIPv4 software for
the Linux operating system was selected by a previous researcher 1 for MN.
It is running on MN for MIPv4 client side support. Only Dynamics’ client
software is required for this project. Optionally, Cisco Aironet Client Util-
ity (ACU) for configuring and monitoring wireless card activities may be
installed on the MN.
For a list of software used, see table 3.1.




MIPv4 Client Dynamics 0.8.1
AAA Server Tacacs+ v9a
AAA OS RedHat 9.0
3.2 Hardware
The HA and FA can be either implemented by software on Linux ma-
chines or at the Cisco routers. Cisco Systems has been supporting mobile
IPv4 in Cisco IOS software releases 12.0(1)T and beyond. It’s implementa-
tion of MIPv4 is fully compliant with the Internet Engineering Task Force’s
(IETF’s) proposed standard defined in Request for Comments (RFC) 2002.
Two 2651XM series Cisco routers available in the LAC are used for agents
and each of them is paired with Cisco 1200 series wireless access point for
MN roaming tests. The MN is an IBM ThinkPad R32 laptop with Cisco
Aironet 350, installed with Redhat 9.0 and the Dynamics MobileIP Client.
For a complete hardware configuration, see table 3.2.
1Dynamics v 0.8.1 by Sundip
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Table 3.2: Hardware Specification
Name Equipment Comment
HA Cisco 2651XM IOS >=12.0(1)
FA Cisco 2651XM IOS >= 12.0(1)
MN IBM ThinkPad R32 Any Linux OS
AP Cisco 1200
MN Wi-Fi Card Cisco Aironet 350 ACU software (optional)
AAA servers Customized PCs
3.3 Workflow Overview
Once the system is configured and running properly, the PM module reads
in the configuration file and determines whether it is running on the home
network. If it is running in a foreign domain, a profile receveing server
will be triggered and readied to accept incoming user profiles. If otherwise,
the PM monitors authorization requests 2 from HA. When an authorization
request is detected, the PM uses the stripped user information to retrieve
the user profile from the profile database. The complete user profile is
then sent to the AAAF. The monitoring process continues when the profile
mapping is done. At the AAAF, the PM listens on a certain port for the
incoming profile. Once a profile is received, the matching entry in the profile
database is updated. If the user is not found, a new user profile is added
into the database. It continues with the monitoring process after the profile
is properly stored. [see figure 3.2]






































Considering keeping the compatibility with the original Tacacs+ code, all
modification and coding use C language which was the development envi-
ronment for TACACS+. After carefully examining the TACACS+ source
code, it is clear that the PM module has to be multi-threaded on the AAAF
when it acts like a receiving server. The PM module should ideally reside
in the authorization code of the TACACS+. However, the configuration file
parser must be called in the main function in order to initiate the running
mode of the PM.
Thus, the main function from tac plus.c and author functions in author.c
are the two key insert points where the PM configuration is read and the












Figure 4.1: PM Structure
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As mentioned before, the user profile database consists of only the infor-
mation that relates to the QoS in this project. By researching on T-Mobile
cellphone services, the database table structure was constructed and is pre-
sented in Table 4.1. The valid ranges for each field is listed along with (data
collected from from T-Mobile cellphone service):
• Precedence: [H-L] ( H-high, N-normal, L-low )
• Delay: [1-3] ( class 1 - 3 )
• Reliability: [1-6] ( class 1 - 6 )
• Subscribed: text
Table 4.1: PM User Profile Database Structure




precedence char(1) Yes NULL
delay int(1) Yes NULL
reliability int(1) Yes NULL
subscribed varchar(40) Yes NULL
date date No 0000-00-00
Username is used as the primary key since it is the actual MN’s unique
home IP address.
4.1 Modules in Profile Mapping
The PM module can be divided into the following source files according to
its functionality:






• store to db.c
• PMapping.cfg
profile config reader.c first checks if there exists a PM configuration file
(PMapping.cfg). A negative return value will continue the TACACS+ with-
out profile mapping function. Otherwise, all the parameters will be read and
assigned to global variables respectively. For parameters detail see table 4.2.




db type db type e.g.MySQL
db name name of the db
db table name table name
db server add db server IP
db server port port number
db user name user name for accessing db
db user pass password for accessing db
Profile backend.c contains the key function profile mapping that interface
with the author program. It is triggered by an authorization request from the
HA, regardless of whether the user is authenticated or not. Profile mapping
uses the user name as the argument for further processing. However, in our
MIPv4 environment, the user name is represented by the MN’s IP address.
Notice that there is no feedback from the client side. That is, the mapping is
a part of user authentication process and it should not be interrupted even
if the AAAF fails to receive the user’s profile.
Profile server.c is only used when AAAF is set to true. It is a multi-
threaded program that listens on a specific port and waits for the incoming
user profile. After the profile is received, it is concatenated and passed to
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the store to db function . There is no further response to be sent back to the
AAAH. Acknowledgment from AAAF is not required. Any error during the
process will reset the profile server and the relevant message will be logged
into the specified log file.
Store to db.c is called with profile data and continued with update or
insert method call. If the profile record exists in the database, it will be





This chapter describes how profile mapping is implemented and integrated
with the existing MIPv4 system. It references the previous chapter, and
for each part of the program, describes the implementation details for the
technology used. Note that the logical modules may not be directly mapped
into the implementation module.
5.1 Module Implementation
C language is not object oriented, yet, all the functions involved in the
PM module are grouped into different files and listed in Figure 5.1 as classes.
This is for the convenience of presentation.
For the convenience of integration, all add-on source files are created at
the same location as the original Tacacs+ directory.
5.1.1 Profile config reader
The PMapping.cfg file configure all parameters for the PM module. It
is structured by the standard Linux configuration attribute-value-pair (AV-
pair). The attributes and values can be arbitrary length strings. For each
AV-pair, attributes and values are separated by the equal to sign. Tree































































Figure 5.1: PM module/class definition
Libconfuse is a robust configuration file parser library. It supports sec-
tions, values 1 and other features such as functions and include statements.
The configuration file can be easily read into the PM module using this
simple API. To use the library, the first function that must be called is
cfg init(). The options passed in the first parameter have to be initialized
by the initializer cfg opt t. After a configuration is initialized, it can be
parsed by calling cfg parse() function with a file name. The values can
be read with the cfg getint(), cfg getfloat, cfg getstring(), cfg getboolean()
function calls. The profile configu reader utilizes the libconfuse library to
read PMapping.cfg AV-pairs and stores them into global variables for easy
accessibility from other parts of this profile mapping module.
5.1.2 Profile backend
The profile backend is seen as a “stub” or a “hook” between the PM
module and the original Tacacs+ AAA server. It “externs” all AV-pairs
from profile config reader and provides the profile mapping() method. In
1values includes integers, floats, strings and booleans
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the profile mapping implementation, the user profile is retrieved from the
profile database by profile retriever. Any error during this process will be
either reported or logged depending on the running time configuration of
TACACS+ (debug option and debug level). Profile dispatcher continues
this mapping process with the retrieved user profile. If an error occurs,
no retry is allowed since it causes long network delays and consequently
increases the MIPv4 handoff overhead.
5.1.3 Profile retriever
The primary functions of Profile retriever are profile fetching and result
formating. Fetching is done through the C API that is distributed with
MySQL2. For getting data from the MySQL database, the communication
buffer must be large enough to contain a single SQL statement for a client-
to-server query and one row of return statement for server-to-client. By
default, the maximal size of this buffer is set to 16Mb for the client and
1Mb for the server side. This again can be increased by changing the value
max allowed packet when the MySQL server is started.
Before executing any API function, mysql real connect() attempts to make
a connection to a MySQL server. It is called with the profile database name
and hence when it is completed successfully, the database is connected and
ready for query statements. Mysql query() and mysql store result() func-
tions retrieve the data and store it into a MYSQL RES data structure. The
profile content is logged into the Tacacs+ log file and any error message will
cause the function to stop working and return program to the caller.
5.1.4 Profile server
Profile server is specifically designed for receiving user profiles at AAAF.
The receiving server runs once when the PM configuration is read and AAAF
value is set to true. It utilizes the “fork()” function from C standard API to
support concurrent connection from AAAHs. Fork creates a new process by
copying its calling process. In addition to system objects and variables, it
makes a copy of the memory area of the parent process to the child process.
The penalty caused by fork is the time and extra memory required for dupli-
cating each process and to create the task structure for the child. Although
2The C API is included in mysqlclient library.
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it may cost more system resources. It guarantees a safer environment for
each connection from the profile server.
The server listens on the port that is specified in the configuration file.
Incoming data is saved in strings 3. The string is initialized to be exactly the
same size as the data so it can be directly used in the store to db function
later after it is assembled into a MySQL statement.
5.1.5 Profile dispatcher
To initiate a connection to a socket, the profile dispatcher uses the method
“connect” with a file descriptor referring to a SOCKET STREAM typed
socket. The default timeout for the connect() call has not been changed to
a shorter value since the profile dispatcher does not wait for any acknowl-
edgement from the profile server. The function send() is used to transmit
profiles to the profile server when the socket is in a connected state. When
sending a profile to the socket, each transaction carries only one field of the
profile rather than a long concatenated string. This is to avoid potential
problems that may be incurred in the future when user profiles grow larger.
5.1.6 Store to db
In order to minimize the transaction between AAAH and AAAF, only the
actual profile data is sent from the client to the server. However, the first
query made in this module is to get the number of fields and name of those
fields in a profile. There is also an additional query to check the existence
of a profile. Action is taken accordingly. If a profile exists in the database,
the profile is updated, otherwise it is inserted. All resulting information is
logged into the PM log file.
5.2 Detailed Workflow
When MIPv4 starts with the PM module, the system works as follow:
• The MN receives from the FA advertisement.
• The MN sends the MIPv4 registration request to the FA.
3String type in C can be simulated by a pointer of type “char”
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• The FA sends only the authentication information of the MN to AAAF,
which interfaces to the AAAH. It also keeps the state for pending
registration request.
• The AAAF sends the authentication information to AAAH for verifi-
cation of the credentials of the user.
• At AAAH, the authentication request triggers the PM module and it
asks the local database for the user’s profile.
• The database sends the profile to AAAH.
• AAAH dispatches the user profile to the requesting AAAF.
• AAAF receives the profile and stores it into the local database.
• AAAH authenticates the MN since it has a security association with
it. It then sends the authentication reply to AAAF.
• AAAF forwards the reply back to the FA.
• AAAF notifies the FA about the authentication reply.
• The FA includes the COA in the pending MN registration request and
directly forwards the registration request to the corresponding HA.
• The HA authenticates the MN and then binds the COA of the MN
with the IP address of the MN.
• The HA notifies the FA of the status of the MIPv4 registration request.
• The FA forwards the MIPv4 registration reply to the MN.






































































































































































For this project, the testing cases are strictly based on the topology that
we have at the LAC laboratory. Concurrent connections testing cases are
dropped due to the insufficient number of MN available. Also, at the time
of this report is writing, having a FA to contact AAAF (in order to trigger
the profile mapping request) has still been unsuccessful. In order to achieve
this function in the MIPv4 environment, MN-AAA MIPv4 extension need to
be enabled and supported by the MIPv4 client software. Dynamics MIPv4
client, however, does not work properly with this extension. Cisco’s tech-
nical support suggested the commercial MIPv4 client “BirdStep” for our
testing in order to obtain the proper MN-AAA extension support. Unfortu-
nately, its MN-AAA extension configuration only supports RADIUS AAA
protocol. Therefore, the profile mapping in all test cases are triggered by
the registration request at the HA while roaming. The IP address of the
AAAF is predefined in the configuration file of the PM module at AAAH.
Testing cases and results are listed in Table 6.1 and all tests are based on
the following conditions:
• IP address of the MN is set to 192.168.2.1.
• Roaming is done by physically moving the MN from the home network
to the foreign network.
• Security key (SPI) stored at AAAH is identical to the one set in the
MN.
• Time synchronization is done on all computers, laptops and routers.
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• Both APs (home and foreign) use the same SSID “tsunami”.
Table 6.1: Test Cases and Results
Case AAAH AAAF AAAH DB AAAF DB Result
1 started started data empty AAAF: profile
inserted and
message logged
2 started started data data AAAF: profile
updated and
message logged












6 started stopped data any AAAF - Error:
PM - connect-
ing - no route
to host












A new protocol for the AAA server in the MIPv4 system called “Diame-
ter” had been proposed and it has been under massive development over the
past few years. The new Diameter protocol was designed to overcome the
shortcomings of the RADIUS and TACACS+ protocols. Those include areas
of MIPv4, roaming operations and Network Access Server (NAS) require-
ments. Its implementation has been partially done by Hewlett-Packard (HP)
Development Company and InterLink to advance market adoption. Even-
tually, Diameter will be the network technology trend and the first choice
for building a MIPv4 system. Thus, emerging the PM module to Diameter
need to be considered.
Currently this PM module still need to be improved in the following area:
• Security: For simplicity, there is no encryption for the communication
between the profile receiving server and the client. This leads to a
huge security hole.
• Fallback options: What happens when a transaction is interrupted?
Should the client try to re-send the profile or just abort in order to
save the roaming handoff delay? In this project, retry is not permitted
as it imposes a huge overhead. Nevertheless, further investigation is
required to provide other fallback options.
Futhermore, another part of the Cisco project is to research on the pre-
dictive roaming scheme in the MIPv4 environment. If predictive roaming is
employed, the profile server and client may need to be modified to adapt to
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the new system. Extra case such as profile mapping triggered by false pre-
diction must be taken into consideration. Also, since AAAH and AAAF are
essentially a simulation of the HLR and VLR from cellular network, some




Internet and mobility are the two powerful technology trends that have
changed and will be continuously changing the way people access informa-
tion. As tremendous informations being deployed over IP network, the need
for continuously accessing data across various media types is being pushed to
a greater level. On the other hand, mobility crossing networks on mobile de-
vices such as cellphones and PDAs may be enabled by link layer technology
and MIPv4 protocol, but there is a lack of user profile provision in regular IP
networks. For this reason, this project successfully eliminates the problem
by mapping the user’s profile from source to the user’s current location, and
consequently guarantees a consistent network property for all networks. It
further provides QoS provisioning for future MIPv4 deployment.
In this project, the MIPv4 and AAA servers were first installed and tested
for standard roaming operations and then the PM module was developed
with Tacacs+ AAA server code. The original Tacacs+ version 9a code was
hacked in order to add the PM trigger and the interface to the profile back-
end. All the code regarding the PM module is implemented separately and
none of the original functions (from Tacacs+ code) were modified. As a
result, the correlation between the module and the Tacacs+ code is mini-
mized. This enables further development or enhancement of the PM module
and the Tacacs+ server. Such, modifications can be proceeded in their own
way independently.
In conclusion, MIPv4 with the PM module can serve the needs of mobile
users to attach to a foreign network and use the resources. Additionally, it
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provides QoS provisioning according to the user’s profile. Thus, the project
implementation fulfilled the requirement of the PM and all test cases showed






This is a step-by-step guide to setup a complete MIPv4 system with the
PM module. Simple running and testing example are also given at the end
of this chapter.
Before continuing with the following, make sure all software and hardware
listed in table 3.1 and 3.2 are acquired.
9.1.1 Network
Construct the network according to Figure 3.1 and configure each network
device IP address as listed in table 9.1. The typical network configuration
is based on the network topology described in Figure 3.1.







AP at home 192.168.1.200
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Table 9.1: IP Assignment (continued)
Device IP Address
AP at foreign 192.168.3.200
9.1.2 Router configuration
Home Agent
In order to enable HA services and AAA in MIPv4 environment, use the
commands listed in Table 9.2 in global configuration mode.
Table 9.2: HA Configuration
Step Command Purpose
1 # router mobile Enables Mobile IP on the router
2 # ip mobile home-
agent
Enables home agent service




Configures the mobile router as a mobile
host and load SAs from AAA
4 # ip mobile router Enables the mobile router and enters mo-
bile router configuration mode.
5 # aaa new model enables AAA network security services
6 # aaa authorization
ipmobile default group
tacacs+
specifies that TACACS+ authentication
7 # tacacs-server host
192.168.1.27
specifies the location of Tacacs+ server
8 # tacacs-server key la-
clab
the shared secret text string between the
NAS and the TACACS+ host
Foreign Agent
FA services need to be enabled on a router attached to any subnet into which
a MN may be roaming. To start a FA that providing default services, use
the commands in Table 9.3.
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Table 9.3: FA Configuration
Step Command Purpose
1 # router mobile Enables Mobile IP on the router
2 # ip mobile foreign-
agent care-of FastEth-
ernet0/0
Sets up care-of addresses advertised to all
foreign agent-enabled interfaces.
3 # ip mobile foreign-
service
Enables foreign agent service on the in-
terface.
Access Points
Any wireless access point product would work with this system and the
only configuration required is to set the SSID string of both APs (home and
foreign) to be identical. (”tsunami” is used in our example.)
9.2 Installation
This section covers the installation procedures of Dynamics on the MN and
Tacacs+ with the PM integrated on each AAA server.
9.2.1 Dynamics
First, you need a copy of dynamics-mn-0.8.1-1.i386.rpm from http://dynamics.sf.net.
After downloading the mobile agent client, enter super user mode and install
the package on the MN.
• rpm -ivh dynamics-mn-0.8.1-1.i386.rpm
9.2.2 Database
MySQL
Installing the MySQL database support on AAAs (home and foreign) can
be simply achieved by using the apt or yum tool:
• apt-get update && apt-get install mysql mysql-devel
• or: yum install mysql mysql-devel
• /etc/init.d/mysql start (start he MySQL server)
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• mysqladmin -u root password ’new-password’ (assign a password to
root)
if installing from rpm without apt or yum is perfered, do the following:
• 1. download mysql and mysql-devel package from MySQL website.
• 2. rpm -ivh mysql-x.xx.xx.xxxx.rpm mysql-devel-x.xx.xx.xxxx.rpm
• 3. /etc/init.d/mysql start (start the MySQL server)
• mysqladmin -u root password ’new-password’ (assign a password to
root)
User Profile
After MySQL is installed, user profile database structure has to be initiated
on AAAs. “profile” is used for the name of the user profile database. To
create the database and table, following the steps below:
• mysqladmin -h localhost -u root -p create profile (create the profile
database)
• download the PM mysql db.sql from the poject website (for creating
the profile table)
• mysql -h localhost -u root -p < PM mysql db.sql
9.2.3 Tacacs+ PM v9a
Install from Source
Installing Tacacs+ PM requires the C compiler and MySQL database in-
stalled on the MN. The GUN gcc 3.2.2 has been tested. However, other
version of the compiler may also work with the source. To install the AAA
server from the source, follow the steps below
• 1. Download the source code (tac plus PM-v9a-043004.tar.gz) from
the project website
• 2. tar zxvf tac plus PM-v9a-043004.tar.gz (untar the source)
• 3. ./configure –with-db –with-mysql (configuration, if you like to learn
the configure parameters try –help option with configure)
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• 4. make tac plus (make the binary)
• 5. make install (install Tacacs+ with PM)
• 6. edit the /etc/tacacs/tac plus.cfg and /etc/tacacs/PMapping.cfg
files. (configure according to your need, sample testing configuration
file can be downloaded from the project website)
• 7. /etc/init.d/tac plus start
Install from RPM
Installing the Tacacs+ PM from rpm is the most convenient way. However,
it only includes the binary. If you are to develop/modify the the code,
please install it from the source. To continue installing the rpm, execute the
following:
• 1. download the rpm package (tac plus PM-v9a-043004.i386.rpm) from
the project website.
• 2. su ( entering the super user mode)
• 3. rpm -ivh tac plus PM-v9a-043004.i386.rpm
• 4. edit the /etc/tacacs/tac plus.cfg and /etc/tacacs/PMapping.cfg
files. (configure according to your need, sample testing configuration
file can be downloaded from the project website)
• 5. /etc/init.d/tac plus start
9.3 Running
Before starting the AAA server with the PM, make sure the checklist in
Table 9.4 fulfilled.
Table 9.4: Requirement Checklist
No. Item Purpose
1 AAAH: mysql started db support
2 AAAH: PM configured configuration for PM module




Table 9.4: Requirement Checklist (continued)
No. Item Purpose
4 AAAF: mysql started db support
5 AAAF: PM configured configuration for PM module
6 AAAF: profile db table
exists
profile db
7 MN: dynamics in-
stalled and configured
MIPv4 client
9.3.1 Running from Command Line
In order to start AAAH and AAAF, login as root then issue “/usr/local/sbin/tac plus”
on AAAH and AAAF. After the Tacacs+ PM server is started, start the dy-
namics on the MN by “/etc/init.d/dynamics start.” Now a new user profile
should be observed on the AAAF when the MN moves from the home net-
work to the foreign network.
9.4 Debugging
There are two ways to debug or monitor the process of the PM. First is to
have everything logged into a log file and investigate the log later. Alterna-
tively, run Tacacs+ PM in single thread mode and output system messages
to the console. These two methods can be achieved by the following:
• /usr/local/sbin/tac plus -d 1 (to Tacacs+ log)
• /usr/local/sbin/tac plus -g (to console)
9.4.1 System Log
The Tacacs+ log (tac plus.log) is located at /var/log/. For more informaiton




A protocol by which an IP network node may roam throughout various
IP network structures and send and receive traffic normally[3].
COA Care-of Address.
A temporary address assigned by foreign network.
MN Mobile Node.
the Mobile IP node which usually a mobile user.
HA Home Agent.
the home “gateway” of the MN. It routes date to mobile node currently
attached to a foreign network.
FA Foreign Agent.
the guest “gateway” which the MN is currently at. It’s a node in
MIPv4 network that enables roamed users to register on the foreign
network.
QoS Quality of Service.
The capability of a network to provide better service to selected net-
work traffic over various technologies[6]. The primary goal of QoS is to
provide priority including dedicated bandwidth, controlled jitter and
latency.
AAA Authorization, Authentication and Accounting
AAAH AAA Home.
AAA server at home network.
AAAF AAA Foreign.
AAA server at foreign network.
PM Profile Mapping.
Profile Mapping module with AAA server.
HLR Home Location Register.
provides routing and permanent user subscription information.
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VLR Visitor Location Register.
temporary database contains all subscriber data.
TACACS+ Terminal Access Controller Access Control System Plus.
a centralized security server.
NAS Network Access Server.
server which provides network resources.
RADIUS Remote Authentication Dial-in User Service.
a protocol used by NAS for user athentication.
WLAN Wireless Local Area Network.
A type of local-area network that uses high-frequency radio waves
rather than wires to communicate between nodes.
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